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This briefing has been prepared for the public hearing with the Chair of the Single Resolution Board (SRB), 
Dominique Laboureix, scheduled for 21 March 2024.  

This briefing addresses: 
• New SRM strategy: Vision 2028 
• Single Resolution Fund at target level 
• Liquidity and liquidity in resolution 
• MREL dashboard Q3/2023 
• List of consultations and requests to the industry 

New SRM strategy: Vision 2028 
Originally announced for late last year, the SRB has now published its new strategy, called “Vision 2028”. 
The SRB justifies a new strategy with the conclusion of its phase-in period, and important milestones 
reached: a well-established 12-months resolution planning cycle, “good progress” towards resolvability of 
all large banks (note the discussion of gaps in our previous briefing), MREL targets that are (largely) met, and 
the completeness of the Single Resolution Fund. 

The SRB emphasises that the strategy was developed “in an inclusive way”. It refers to engagements with 
national resolution authorities, SRM staff, ECB and Commission, combined with feedback from the banking 
sector. We are indeed unaware of any concerns from stakeholders that the process has not allowed for their 
involvement, but we nevertheless note that civil society and market participants, other than banks, seems 
not to have been involved.  

https://www.srb.europa.eu/system/files/media/document/SRM%20Vision%202028%20strategy_FINAL.pdf
https://www.srb.europa.eu/system/files/media/document/2023-05-15_SRB%20reporting%20note%20to%20EG_final.pdf
https://www.srb.europa.eu/system/files/media/document/SRM%20Vision%202028%20strategy_FINAL.pdf
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2023/747855/IPOL_BRI(2023)747855_EN.pdf
https://www.srb.europa.eu/en/content/single-resolution-board-publishes-mrel-dashboard-q32023
https://www.srb.europa.eu/en/content/single-resolution-fund-no-expected-contribution-2024-target-level-reached
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The Vision 2028 document comprises 28 pages, of which a material number are taken up by graphics and 
illustration, and remains to be further spelled out in a forthcoming five-year multi-annual plan and annual 
work programs, of which the one for 2024 has already been published in November 2023. The vision 
documents announces mechanisms for monitoring its implementation, annual reviews and a mid-term 
evaluation. 

There are three areas covered, (1) “core business”, (2) “governance, organisation and tools” and (3) “human 
resources”. For each area, there are a number of “actions” listed, as well as a number of “potential 
measurements” which are probably intended to allow monitoring the success in implementation. In Table 1, 
we have reproduced the actions and potential measurements for the core business area, since we felt 
they might be the most interesting. 

Naturally, a strategy document is high-level and it is difficult to infer what will change concretely when the 
new strategy is implemented. This difficulty is however compounded by the SRB’s choices in formulating 
the intended actions. On the one hand, there is a lack of explanation about the weaknesses and 
shortcomings that have been identified and that the actions aim to address. On the other hand, the 
actions are formulated in a way that does not allow inferring their desired outcomes. 

For instance, the action “develop tools for the operationalisation of resolution strategies” should probably 
not be read to mean that currently, there are no tools for operationalising the resolution strategies. However, 
if that is not the case, where are the gaps and what additional tools are needed? And do these gaps currently 
pose an acute threat to the capabilities of the SRB? Similar, the action “develop a comprehensive approach 
to crisis readiness” should probably not be read to mean that currently, there is insufficient crisis-readiness 
at the SRB. All in all, it would have been helpful for the Parliament’s scrutiny if the SRB had been more 
transparent about what issues concretely need to be addressed and how severe these issues are. 

Some of the potential measurements that the SRB envisages are also likely to pose challenges when 
used in practice to evaluate the progress from the outside. For instance, it is not obvious how a 
measurement such as “Satisfaction level of participants in dry runs and simulations” relates to the success 
of actions in the crisis management area. There is also a lack of clearly stated targets to assess future progress 
against; at what level is such satisfaction currently, and what level of satisfaction is finally sufficient? 

  

https://www.srb.europa.eu/system/files/media/document/SRB-Work-Programme-2024-final%20web.pdf
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Table 1: SRB’s Vision 2028 for its “core business” area 

Source: SRB 

  

ACTIONS  POTENTIAL MEASUREMENTS 

AREA 1 Core business  

1.1. POWERFUL CRISIS PREPAREDNESS AND MANAGEMENT (=crisis management) 

1.1.1. To revamp the centralised crisis management function 
and prepare for evolving threats  

% implementation of lessons learned from dry runs and crisis 
cases  

1.1.2. To develop tools for the operationalisation of resolution 
strategies 

Satisfaction level of participants in dry runs and simulations 

1.1.3. To develop a comprehensive approach to crisis readiness 
% of addressed activities and recommendations from 
mitigation action plans for identified new threats 

1.2. CRISIS-ORIENTED RESOLUTION PLANNING AND 
RESOLVABILITY 

(=resolution planning) 

1.2.1. To revamp the annual Resolution Planning Cycle and 
ensure resolution plans are fully actionable in resolution 

Index on overall progress of banks' resolvability 

1.2.2. To ensure banks’ resolvability and develop a 
comprehensive plan for resolvability testing 

% of deep dives carried out as planned following coverage 
criteria 

1.2.3. To enhance capabilities for launching enforcement 
action to remove substantive impediment 

% of implementation of OSI recommendation 

1.3. SRM AS REFERENCE IN RESOLUTION 
(=ambition to compare well with the SRB’s international 
peers) 

1.3.1. To develop a knowledge management function for the 
SRM 

Adoption rate of knowledge management tools 

1.3.2. To demonstrate SRM’s leadership in the resolution field Audience outreach 

1.3.3. To strengthen cooperation with EU bodies, and develop 
closer relations with third countries 

Stakeholder perception survey results 
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Single Resolution Fund at target level 
The SRB has confirmed that the Single Resolution Fund has reached its target level, as envisaged by the 
legislation for the end of the transition period, i.e. by end 2023. This target level is currently 1% of the 
deposits covered by deposit guarantee schemes, or 78 bn euro. Absent a bank resolution that requires the 
SRB to take money out of the fund, the SRB would thus collect no contributions from banks this year. 
Going forward, the SRB will carry out a yearly “target level verification”. Contributions from banks would 
have to resume following the verification if the fund falls below 1% of covered deposits, either because the 
amount of covered deposits of all credit institutions authorised in all of the participating Member States of 
the Banking Union has increased or because the fund has been depleted. 

Liquidity and liquidity in resolution 
In our previous briefing, we reported that the SRB highlighted vis-à-vis Eurogroup ministers that even with 
the Common Backstop for the Single Resolution Fund in place (quid non) in place, it feels mainly equipped 
to tackle solvency-driven crises rather than liquidity-driven ones. In a recent speech, Laboureix 
elaborated further on his views regarding liquidity.  

First, he gives consideration to preventing liquidity crisis. He sceptical about introducing additional liquidity 
ratios to complement the 30-day-stress liquidity coverage ratio. By contrast, he calls for ensuring that 
banks can access central bank emergency liquidity quickly when necessary. He would look for sufficient 
assets deposited and with the right documentation ready to serve as collateral for loans from the central 
bank. Further, supervisors should test banks’ readiness and capacity to pledge assets in a crisis. He argues 
that creating a supervisory expectation and making access to central bank liquidity more of a routine 
exercise, it may be possible to overcome the stigma connected with accessing central bank funding. He 
gave the speech in the US; he emphasises that the SRB has been working intensively with banks identifying 
and mobilising collateral in case of need and he does not elaborate how material the stigma issue is for EU 
banks. 

Second, and regarding liquidity in resolution, he emphasises three principles that banks should 
comply with. First, banks should be able to estimate the liquidity needed and possible liquidity sources for 
the implementation of the resolution strategy. Second, banks should ensure they would be able to report 
their liquidity needs and sources when in resolution. Third, banks should be able to identify and mobilise 
assets that are potential collateral during and after resolution. He does not elaborate further on the status 
of implementation of these principles at EU banks. 

Finally, he points to the Single Resolution Fund and the (missing) backstop that would double its ability to 
provide public sector funding and liquidity in resolution, while pointing out that these means may at 
times be insufficient and that the SRB “stands ready to find a solutions for these extreme cases”. 

  

https://www.srb.europa.eu/en/content/single-resolution-fund-no-expected-contribution-2024-target-level-reached
https://www.srb.europa.eu/en/single-resolution-fund
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2023/747855/IPOL_BRI(2023)747855_EN.pdf
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Regular reporting on MREL 
In February, the SRB published its MREL dashboard with data as of the end of the third quarter of 2023. The 
SRB had set final quantitative MREL targets for banks in its remit, which they were supposed to reach by this 
January. The SRB reports that banks continued to make progress towards the targets. In aggregate terms, 
the total MREL shortfall decreased to 8.9 bn euro, while it still stood at 21.5 bn euro 12 months earlier. 
The remaining shortfall corresponds to 0.1% of total risk exposure amounts (basically, risk-weighted assets).  

The shortfall reported concerns 14 banks among 82 resolution entities included in the analysis. During the 
whole transition period towards the current final MREL targets, which started in June 2019, the SRB 
monitored the banks’ progress and set intermediate targets. The MREL dashboard does not discuss how 
the banks with current shortfalls progressed over time and whether they progressed in line with any 
intermediate targets. Nevertheless, now in March 2024, it may be possible to learn from the Chairperson 
whether the final targets have been met in January as planned. However, the dashboard also mentions that 
11 out of the 14 banks with shortfall have a longer transitional period to meet their final targets; this is not 
further explained against the background that the MREL policy talks of a single timeline for all banks.  

Figure 1, reproduced from the dashboard, suggests that remaining shortfalls do exist in different banks and 
Member States, but that - with the notable exception of Greece - those shortfalls have been reduced to 
small absolute amounts over the last 12 months. The same holds true relative to the risk of the banks: in 
all Member States with one exception: the shortfalls now account for less than 1% of total risk exposure 
amounts of banks in the respective Member State (but obviously more for the specific bank concerned by 
the shortfall). In Greece, the remaining shortfall amounts to 4.55% of total risk exposure amounts of Greek 
banks. 

Finally as regards market conditions, the SRB considers that MREL-eligible bonds continued to attract 
investors and that funding costs continued a descending trend throughout the final months of 2023. 

 

  

Figure 1: MREL shortfalls against final targets of resolution entities by country, EUR bn 

 
Source:  SRB - consider the bars to indicate the total shortfall and see additional details in the original figure, which is in the MREL 
dashboard 

https://www.srb.europa.eu/system/files/media/document/2024-02-12_MREL-dashboard-Q3-2023.pdf
https://www.srb.europa.eu/system/files/media/document/2023-05-15_SRB_MREL_Policy_2023_final%20_clean.pdf
https://www.srb.europa.eu/system/files/media/document/2024-02-12_MREL-dashboard-Q3-2023.pdf
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commercial purposes are authorised, provided the source is acknowledged and the European Parliament is given prior notice and sent a copy. 

© European Union, 2024.  

Contact: egov@ep.europa.eu   

This document is available on the Internet at: www.europarl.europa.eu/supporting-analyses 

 

 

List of consultations and requests to the industry 
In an effort to cater to banks’ desire for more predictability and transparency, the SRB published, for the 
first time, a list with all consultations and regular requests to banks planned in 2024. It considers that 
this will allow banks to better allocate resources and anticipate workload throughout the year. 

The list of consultations comprises two tables. The first table entails four public consultations, namely on 
an MREL policy review, on a data template to submit information on the impact of the bail-in tool, on 
changes to the resolvability assessment policy and on the resolvability testing approach. Further, the first 
table contains four opportunities for banks to make use of their right to be heard regarding 
administrative decisions of general applicability, for instance regarding contributions to the funding of the 
SRB. The second table entails 23 requests for information that will be either directed at all banks, all 
resolution groups or a limited subset thereof. This table comprises for instance a yearly liability data report 
from all banks that is supposed to help the SRB calculate MREL and loss absorption capacity. 

 

Reminder - Lessons learned for resolution from the Credit Suisse case 

In October 2023, the Financial Stability Board (FSB) issued a report titled “2023 Bank Failures: Preliminary 
lessons learnt for resolution”. The Credit Suisse case was the first instance where authorities came as close 
to resolving a G-SIB. The Swiss authorities however finally decided, after reflection, to facilitate a 
commercial transaction outside of resolution. The FSB report analyses several challenges that a 
resolution strategy would have entailed, among those legal issues in executing a bail-in across borders. 
We here cite a short part of the FSB report that seems particularly relevant for bail-in tools like TLAC or 
MREL: 

“According to the SEC staff, there would have been legal challenges relating to US securities laws in executing a bail-in; 
they noted that banks need to prepare sufficiently to comply with US securities laws after an open bank bail-in. US 
investors held bail-in bonds issued by Credit Suisse representing a significant portion of the firm’s TLAC. US securities laws 
apply to any TLAC instruments held by US investors, irrespective of the currency or governing law of that TLAC instrument.  

Under US law, all offers and sales of securities need to be either registered or exempt from registration. The conversion of 
Credit Suisse’s bail-in-bonds to equity would have constituted a sale, thus requiring registration or an exemption.  

In the view of the SEC staff, among the challenges involved in executing open-bank bail-in in compliance with US federal 
securities laws is that it would require detailed preparation, including possibly adapting the bank’s systems to enable 
prompt provision to the market of current and accurate (pro-forma) financial statements. In an open-bank bail-in, the 
SEC staff considered that it would be difficult for an issuer to compile the disclosures required by securities regulations 
and anti-fraud laws over a resolution weekend and that ex ante preparations would be necessary to mitigate these 
challenges. In order to ensure confidence in the execution of bail-in, it is essential for authorities to cooperate among 
themselves and work together with the firms, as part of resolution planning, to reduce legal uncertainties. Further work 
will be planned with the SEC to explain potential legal challenges to effective bail-in of TLAC instruments and to describe 
how firms can undertake actions to comply with the US federal securities laws and thereby enhance the legal certainty of 
bail-in.” 

mailto:egov@ep.europa.eu
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/supporting-analyses
https://www.srb.europa.eu/en/content/upcoming-consultations-and-requests-industry
https://www.fsb.org/wp-content/uploads/P101023.pdf
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